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Abstract. Many useful and commonly used data
models exist for structured information. Such mod-
els often use only a limited number ofbasic struc-
tures to represent information such as sets, bags,
lists, attribute-value pairs, and scalars. They differ,
however, in whether or not theypermit the speci-
fication of schema (or DTD or template), whether
they permitmore than oneschema, and whether
they require schema. Some even allow multiple
levels of schema-instance conformance (e.g., RDF
and Topic Maps) where the type of an instance is
an instance, and so on. Support for transforming
between such varying representation schemes re-
mains a significant challenge. We extend our earlier
work on generic representation and transformation
of model-based information by introducing a richer
metamodel and abstract framework for representa-
tion. We also introduce several steps toward our vi-
sion of high-level transformations where complex
mapping rules are defined using transformation pat-
terns and by exploiting inherent constraints.

1 Introduction

Taking information in one representation scheme (such as
XML) and extracting some or all of it for use in another
scheme (such as a Topic Map, a Relational database, or
as RDF triples) is a suprisingly difficult task. In fact, few
tools exist to help perform such transformations, which
means that (potentially) complex, special purpose programs
must be written for even very simple mappings. One rea-
son such conversions are difficult is that representation
schemes differ in the basic structural constructs and schema
constraints they provide for organizing information. As a
consequence, straightforward, one-to-one mappings between
schemes rarely exist. In addition, the absence of high-level
languages for expressing transformations between schemes
places the burden of conversion on these special-purpose pro-
grams, making it difficult to define, maintain, and reason
about transformations.

We observe, however, that structured information is typi-
cally based on a small set of structural constructs, composed
in various ways. When described explicitly, these structural
constructs can be exploited directly for transformation. For
example, the constructs offered by the Relational model can
be viewed as a set of tables, each consisting of a bag of rows,
where each row has a set of named atomic or scalar attribute
values. Similarly, an XML document can be viewed as a set
of elements, possibly with attributes, where each element
has a list of sub-elements or scalar values (PCDATA). We
propose that a wide range of useful transformations can be
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performed through mappings between representation scheme
constructs,e.g., elements to tuples in tables, and so on.

To this end, we present a uniform framework that allows
the description of arbitrary representation schemes along
with a transformation language that can easily convert infor-
mation within and across schemes. The goals of our research
are to:

1. capture the representation scheme or data model
explicitly—by instantiating and composing the basic
structures (or construct types) of a metamodel,

2. support representation schemes with varying types of
conformance,i.e., we model schema-instance relation-
ships for representation schemes where schema (or type
information) can be required, optional, or can occur at
multiple levels, and

3. express transformation rules declaratively,e.g., by allow-
ing users to indicate simple correspondences between
data model constructs and converting the associated in-
formation automatically.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes var-
ious data models and representation schemes, with emphasis
on how each differs in their use of conformance relationships.
Section 3 presents the uniform framework for representing
structured information, along with the four relationships of
interest. Section 4 introduces transformation rules that ex-
ploit this representation and also discusses the possibility of
higher-level transformation rules, making rule specification
easier. Section 5 discusses related work and we conclude in
Section 6 with a brief discussion of work in progress.

2 Data Models and Conformance

Database systems areschema-firstin that a schema must be
defined before any data can be placed in the database. The
role of the schema is to introduce and name application-
specific structures (such as the “Employee” table with “SSN”
and “Name” as attributes for Employee) that will be used to
hold application data. A schema imposes uniform structure
and constraints on application data. Various tools such as a
query processor, in turn, can exploit this uniform structure.

A number of data models exists that are not schema-first,
including XML and other semi-structured models, RDF, the
Topic Map Model, and various hypertext data models [1, 2].
Both RDF and XML are models where the schema,i.e., the
RDF schema or DTD, respectively, is optional. More than
that, even with a schema, the Topic Map model, RDF, and
XML (with an “open” DTD) permit additional, schema-free
structures to be freely mixed with structures that conform to
a schema.

We modelconformance relationshipsexplicitly, as appro-
priate, for each data model of interest. Table 1 provides
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example data models with some of their associated struc-
tures that participate in conformance. For example, in object-
oriented models, objects conform to classes, whereas in
XML, elements conform to element types, and so on.

Table 1.Example data model structures involved in conformance

Data Model Selected structures, related by the conformance
relationship

Object-OrientedObjects conform to Classes.
Relational A Table of Tuples conforms to a Relation Scheme.
XML w/ DTD Elements conform to Element Types and

Attributes to Attribute Types.
RDF w/ RDFS Objects (resources) conform to Classes and

Properties to Property Types.
XTM Topics conform to Topic Types (Topics),

Associations conform to Association Types
(Topics), and Occurences conform to Occurence
Types (Topics).

E-R Entities conform to Entity Types, Relationships
conform to Relationship Types, and Values
conform to Value Types.

Table 2 describes some of the properties of conformance
that are present in the data models of Table 1. First, we con-
sider how the conformance relationship is established with
three possibilities: implicitly, upon request, and explicitly as
shown in the first section of Table 2. In the next section of Ta-
ble 2, we see that the schema-first models also require confor-
mance for their data values whereas the other models do not.
And the models with optional conformance are also open:
they permit conforming and non-conforming data to be freely
mixed, as shown in the third section of Table 2. Some models
allow a construct to conform to several structures, namely all
but the relational model (fourth section of Table 2). Finally,
we see that all of the non-schema-first models except XML
permit multiple levels of conformance.

To represent a wide range of data models explicitly, we
must support variations in the conformance relationship as
shown by Table 2. We discuss the details of our representa-
tion in the next section, discuss transformation in Section 4,
and further consider related work in Section 5.

3 The Uniform Framework

The main component of the uniform framework is a three-
level, metamodel architecture that incorporates conformance
relationships. In this section, we describe our metamodel ar-
chitecture, introduce a concrete metamodel (i.e., a specific
set of basic structures), and present a logic-based description
language that enables uniform data model, schema, and in-
stance description.

3.1 The Generic Metamodel Architecture

Figure 1 exemplifies a typical metamodel architecture. As
shown, the architecture has four levels: the metamodel, data
model, schema, and data levels, where each item in a level
is considered an instance of an item in the level above it.

Table 2.Examples properties of the conformance relationship

Conformance Data Model
Properties
How is the conformance relationship established?
when data is createdObject-Oriented, Relational, and E-R
(implicitly)
when computed XML w/ DTD (documents must be validated)
(upon request)
when conformance isRDF w/ RDFS (viardf:type property) and
declared (explicitly) XTM (via class-instance association)
Is conformance required?
required Object-Oriented, Relational, and E-R
optional RDF (RDF Schema is not required),

XTM (type information not required), and
XML (DTD is not required)

Is conformance open?
no Object-Oriented, Relational, and E-R
yes RDF w/ RDFS, XTM, and XML
Is multiple conformance allowed?
no Relational
yes Object-Oriented (inheritance), RDF w/ RDFS

(Property/Class with multiple inheritance),
XTM (Topics can be instances of multiple
Topic Types), and E-R

How many levels of conformance are permitted?
one Relational, E-R, and

Object-Oriented (when not in the next entry)
two (sometimes) Object-Oriented (some models support classes

as objects)
zero to any number XML (zero or one), XTM, and RDF

As shown, typical metamodel architectures are characterized
by their assumption that data models are schema-first,i.e.,
schema items must be created prior to data items.

In contrast, Figure 2 shows the three-level metamodel ar-
chitecture we employ. The top level (denoted as the meta-
model) consists ofconstruct types, which represent the ba-
sic structures used within data models for defining schema
and data. Examples include types such as collection, name-
value pair, atomic, and so on. The middle layer defines data
model and schemaconstructsalong with their composition.
For example, both aclass and object construct along
with an explicit conformance definition between them (rep-
resented by the relationship type labeledconf ) are defined
in the middle layer. In this way, the metamodel is used to de-
fine all the constructs of the data model, not just those for
creating schema.

Finally, the bottom level representsinstancesand (data-
level) conformance relationships. For example, an object
(with the value “steve”) would be connected with a particular
class (with name “person”) using thed-inst relationship.

The architecture distinguishes three kinds of instance-of
relationships, in addition to the conformance relationship, as
shown in Figure 2. Constructs introduced in the middle layer
are necessarily an instance (ct-inst , read as “construct-
type instance”) of a metamodel construct type. (Note that
the metamodel currently has a range of basic structures as
construct types and the set of construct types can be eas-
ily extended if needed.) Similarly, any value introduced in
the bottom layer is necessarily an instance (c-inst , read
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Fig. 1.A typical four-level metamodel architecture.
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Fig. 2.The three-level metamodel architecture.

as “construct instance”) of the constructs introduced in the
middle layer. The flexibility of the framework is due to the
conformance relationships. Conformance relationships are
expressed within the middle layer (e.g., to indicate that an
XML element can optionally conform to an XML element
type) and the corresponding data-level instance-of relation-
ships (d-inst , read as “data instance”) expressed within
the bottom layer (e.g., to indicate that a particular element is
an instance of another element type).

To make our framework concrete, we introduce the no-
tion of aconfiguration, which consists of a particular choice
of metamodel (i.e., set of construct types), a particular data
model (i.e., constructs) defined using the construct types, and
a collection of instances defined using the constructs. A con-
figuration serves as input to a transformation. Thus, a trans-
formation takes one (or possibly more) configurations and
generates a new configuration.

A configurationC is a tuple(M,D, I, T ) whose compo-
nents are defined as follows.

– M is a set of named construct types in the top layer. (The
Metamodel)

– D is a tuple(C,R) whereC is a set of named constructs
defined using the types ofM , andR is a set of ordered
pairs(c1, c2) for c1, c2 ∈ C denoting a conformance def-
inition and is read as “instances ofc1 can conform to
instances ofc2.” (The Middle Layer)

– I is a set of named instances. The name of an instance
acts as its unique identifier. (The Bottom Layer)

– T is a tuple(Tct, Tc, Td) in whichTct∪Tc∪Td is the set
of type-instance relationships of the configuration where
Tct, Tc, andTd are disjoint sets of ordered pairs(i1, i2)

such that fort ∈ Tct we requirei1 ∈ C andi2 ∈M (i.e.,
ct-inst ), for t ∈ Tc we requirei1 ∈ I and i2 ∈ C
(i.e., c-inst ), and fort ∈ Td we requirei1, i2 ∈ I (i.e.,
d-inst ) such that(i1, c1), (i2, c2) ∈ TC and(c1, c2)∈
R. (Cross-Layer Connections and Data Instances)

We informally define construct type, construct, and in-
stance as follows.1

– A construct typect is a tuple(adt, P ) such thatadt rep-
resents an abstract (or paramaterized) data type andP is
a set of restriction properties.

– A constructc is a tuple(ct, ρ) such thatct ∈ M is
a construct type for whichc is an instance (and hence
(c, ct) ∈ Tct) andρ is a set of restrictions that obeyP
and serve to restrict the instances of the construct and
define its compositional aspects.

– An instancei is a tuple(c, val) such thatc ∈ C andval
is a valid instance of its associated construct type’sadt
and obeys the restrictionsρ of c.

Intuitively, a construct type specificies a basic data struc-
ture. Thus, the value of a construct instance is an instance
of its construct type’s basic data structure. A description of
composition constraints on the basic structures (i.e., con-
structs) of a model is also given. For example, a particular
construct might represent a collection of name-value pairs.

3.2 Example Description Language and Basic
Structures

Here we introduce an example metamodel,i.e., a concrete
set of metamodel construct types, and demonstrate their use
for describing data models. We also present a logic-based
language for representing constructs and instances.

The construct types in this metamodel are collec-
tion, (specifically,set ct, list ct, bag ct), struct ct, and
scalar ct, representing collections, name-value pairs, and
atomic data (like strings and integers), respectively. We
should note that this choice of construct types is only one
possible set of structures that are sufficient for the data mod-
els we describe in this paper. Figure 3 shows the XML, Rela-
tional, RDF, and Topic Map data model constructs expressed
using our construct types (note that we useCOLLto represent
the collection construct types). Conformance is shown ex-
plicitly, e.g., XML elements can conform to element types,
Relational tables to schemes, RDF resources to resources,
and Topic Map associations to topics.

We use the following predicates for representing the in-
stance and conformance relationships of configurations.

ct-inst (c,ct) .
conf (c1,c2) .
c-inst (d,c) .
d-inst (d1,d2) .

Thect-inst predicate relates a construct (shown asc )
to a construct type (shown asct ), which must be either
set ct, list ct, bag ct, struct ct, orscalar ct. Theconf

1 We are currently investigating methods for formally representing
construct types and constructs, however, such a formal descrip-
tion is not required for the purpose of this paper.
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Fig. 3.Relational, RDF, and XTM data models described within the
generic framework.

predicate specifies that a construct (shown asc1 ) can con-
form to another construct (shown asc2 ). Thec-inst pred-
icate relates an instance (shown asd) with a construct (shown
asc ). Finally, thec-inst predicate defines a conformance
relationship between instances (shown asd1 andd2).

We introduce thecomp predicate for describing compo-
sition constraints over model constructs. The predicate can
take the following forms.

comp(c1, setof (c1, . . .,cn)).
comp(c2, listof (c1, . . .,cn)).
comp(c3, bagof (c1, . . .,cn)).
comp(c4, structof (a1 →c1, . . .,an →cn)) .
cmp(c5, union (c1, . . .,cn)).

As shown, each kind ofcomp formula uses an additional
formula to specify composition constraints, namely,setof ,
listof , bagof , or structof . For example,c1 is as-
sumed to be defined asct-inst (c1, set ct) whose in-
stances are sets that can contain instances of constructsc1 ,
c2 , . . ., cn (i.e., thesetof predicate defines the homogene-
ity of the construct’s instances). We also permit the definition
of convenience-constructs (as shown byc5 above), which do
not have correspondingct-inst formulas and must be as-
sociated with aunion predicate. Such constructs serve as a
place-holder for the union of the corresponding constructs.

The last predicate we define isval , which gives the value
of an instance. Each groundval formula must have an asso-
ciatedc-inst formula (which is also ground) of the appro-
priate form, as shown below.

val (d1, set (v1, . . .,vn)).
val (d2, list (v1, . . .,vn)).
val (d3, bag (v1, . . .,vn)).
val (d4, struct (a1 =v1, . . .,an =vn)).
val (d5, scalar (v)).

To illustrate the definition language, Figures 4, 5, 6, and
7 define (simplified versions of) the XML with DTD, Rela-
tional, Topic Map, and RDF data models, respectively. Note
that we assumestring is a default scalar construct for each
model and that the juxtaposition of entries is for exposition
only. Finally, Figure 8 shows example instances for the XML
model.

ct-inst (dtd, set ct) . ct-inst (elem-t, struct ct) .
ct-inst (attr-t, struct ct) . ct-inst (pcdata, scalar ct) .
ct-inst (subelem-t, struct ct) . ct-inst (attr-tset, set ct) .
ct-inst (doc, struct ct) . ct-inst (elem, struct ct) .
ct-inst (attr, struct ct) . ct-inst (attrset, set ct) .
ct-inst (nestedelem, struct ct) . ct-inst (cdata, scalar ct) .
conf (doc,dtd) . conf (elem,elem-t) .
conf (attr,attr-t) .

comp(dtd, setof (elem-t)) .
comp(elem-t, structof (tag →string,attrtypes →attr-tset)) .
comp(attr-t, structof (name→string)) .
comp(subelem-t, structof (parent →elem-t,child →elem-t)) .
comp(attr-tset, setof (attr-t)) .
comp(doc, structof (root →elem)) .
comp(elem, structof (tag →string,attrs →attrset)) .
comp(attr, structof (name→string,val →cdata)) .
comp(attrset, setof (attr)) .
comp(node, union (elem,pcdata)) .
comp(nestedelem, structof (parent →elem,child →node) .

Fig. 4.Simplified description of the XML with DTD data model.

ct-inst (db, set ct) . ct-inst (scheme, set ct) .
ct-inst (table, struct ct) . ct-inst (tuples, bag ct) .
ct-inst (tuple, set ct) . ct-inst (fieldtype, struct ct) .
ct-inst (field, struct ct) . ct-inst (domaintype, struct ct) .
ct-inst (value, scalar ct) . conf (taple,scheme) .
conf (tuple,scheme) . conf (value,domaintype) .

comp(db, setof (scheme,table)) .
comp(scheme, setof (fieldtype)) .
comp(table, structof (name→string,rows →tuples)) .
comp(tuples, bagof (tuple)) .
comp(tuple, setof (field)) .
comp(fieldtype, structof (name→string,dom →domaintype)) .
comp(field, structof (name→string,val →value)) .
comp(domaintype, structof (name→string)) .

Fig. 5.Simplified description of the Relational data model.

3.3 Specifying Constraints

In addition to describing composition of basic structures, we
also provide a mechanism for defining the constraints of a
data model. Namely, we leverage the logic-based description
language for constraints by allowing constraint expressions
(i.e., rules). We denote constraints using the annotationcon-
straint , e.g., the following rule defines a conformance
constraint over the Relational model.
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ct-inst (tm, set ct) . ct-inst (association, struct ct) .
ct-inst (topic, struct ct) . ct-inst (assoc-mem, struct ct) .
ct-inst (topic-occ, struct ct) . ct-inst (occurrence, struct ct) .
ct-inst (member, struct ct) . ct-inst (mem-topic, struct ct) .
ct-inst (resource, struct ct) . conf (topic,topic) .
conf (association,topic) . conf (occurrence,topic) .

comp(tm, setof (topic,assoc)) .
comp(topic, structof (name→string)) .
comp(topic-occ, structof (top →topic,occ →occurrence)) .
comp(occ-val, union (resource,string)) .
comp(occurrence, structof (val →occ-val)) .
comp(association, structof ()) .
comp(assoc-mem, structof (assoc →association,mem →member)) .
comp(member, structof (role →string)) .
comp(resource, structof (uri →string)) .

Fig. 6.Simplified description of the Topic Map (XTM) data model.

ct-inst (rdfmodel, set ct) . ct-inst (uriref, struct ct) .
ct-inst (literal, scalar ct) . ct-inst (blank, struct ct) .
ct-inst (alt, set ct) . ct-inst (seq, list ct) .
ct-inst (bag, bag ct) . ct-inst (triple, struct ct) .
conf (resource,resource) .

comp(rdfmodel, setof (literal,blank,triple,coll)) .
comp(resource, union (uriref,blank,coll,triple)) .
comp(node, union (resource,literal)) .
comp(uriref, structof (uri →string)) .
comp(blank, structof ()) .
comp(coll, union (set,bag,alt)) .
comp(alt, setof (node)) .
comp(seq, listof (node)) .
comp(bag, bagof (node)) .
comp(triple, structof (pred →uriref,subj →resource,

obj →node)) .

Fig. 7.Simplified description of the RDF data model.

(a).

<!ELEMENT activity (profession | hobbyist | ...)*>
<!ELEMENT profession (surgeon | professor | ...)*>
<!ELEMENT professor (#PCDATA)>

(b).

<activity>
<profession>

<professor>Lois</professor>
</profession>

</activity>

(c).

c-inst (t,dtd) . val (t, set (et1,et2,et3)) .
c-inst (t1,elem-t) . val (t1, struct (name =’activity’) .
c-inst (t2,elem-t) . val (t2, struct (name =’profession’) .
c-inst (t3,elem-t) . val (t3, struct (name =’professor’) .
c-inst (s1,subelem-t) . val (s1, struct (parent =t1,child =t2) .
c-inst (s2,subelem-t) . val (s2, struct (parent =t2,child =t3) .
c-inst (d, doc) . val (d, struct (root =e1) .
c-inst (e1,elem) . val (e1, struct (tag =’activity’)) .
c-inst (e2,elem) . val (e2, struct (tag =’profession’)) .
c-inst (e3,elem) . val (e3, struct (tag =’professor’)) .
c-inst (n1,nestedelem) . val (n1, struct (parent =e1,child =e2) .
c-inst (n2,nestedelem) . val (n2, struct (parent =e2,child =e3) .
c-inst (l,pcdata) . val (l, scalar (’Lois’)) .
c-inst (n3,nestedelem) . val (n3, struct (parent =e3,child =l) .
c-inst (d,t) . d-inst (e1,t1) .
d-inst (e2,t2) . d-inst (e3,t3) .

Fig. 8. An example (a) XML DTD, (b) conforming document, and
(c) both represented in the description language.

constraint: d-inst (X,Y) :-
c-inst (X,table) & c-inst (Y,scheme) &
not( d-inst (X,Yp) & Y 6=Yp) &
not( d-inst (Xp,Y) & X 6=Xp) &
val (X,B) & member(V,B) & d-inst (V,Y).

The constraint is read as: “X can conform to Y if X is a Ta-
ble, Y is a Scheme, X doesn’t conform to any other Schemes,
Y doesn’t have any other conforming Tables, and every Row
in X conforms to Y.” Note that specifying constraints in this
way provides a powerful mechanism for describing complex
data model descriptions.

4 Transforming Representation Schemes

In this section, we present a language for transforming repre-
sentation schemes based on horn-clause logic rules, provide
example mappings, and discuss higher-level transformations
for simplifying the specification and implementation of com-
plex transformations.

4.1 A Transformation Langauge

A transformation is applied to one or possibly more config-
urations in which the result is a new configuration. Here,
we only consider the case where a single configuration is
transformed. We define a transformation as a functionσ :
M × C → C′ whereM is a set ofmapping rules, C is the
source configuration, andC′ is the new configuration called
the “destination” of the transformation. The transformation
functionσ computes the fix-point of the mapping rules ap-
plied to the source and destination configurations.

Mapping rules can take the following form:

dp1 & . . . & dpn :- p 1 & ...& p m,

where bothdp andp are (a) formulas (using the predicates
of Section 3) with ground literals or variables as arguments
or (b) the formulaID (I,id) . TheID predicate takes a list
I of input constants and provides a constant (i.e., id ) that
serves as a unique identifier for the input list. TheID pred-
icate is implemented as a skolem function.2 The syntax we
use for mapping rules is shorthand for rules having a sin-
gle, outer formula in the head of the program clause (via the
head formula):

head (dp 1,...,dp n) :- p 1 & p2 & ...& p m.

Mapping rules are read in the normal way,i.e., if eachpi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is true, then eachdpj for 1 ≤ j ≤ m is
true. Additionally, we permit two annotations on mapping
rule formulas. Theadd annotation indicates that the formula
be added to the destination configuration. Thedest anno-
tation matches formulas against those in the destination con-
figuration (the source configuration is the defaul). We do not
allow transformations to modify the source configuration.

2 We use the abbreviationID (v1+v2+ . . .,id) to denote the list
[v1, v2, . . .]
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% element types become schemes
add: c-inst (S,scheme) :-

c-inst (ET,elem-t) & ID (ET,S) .
% attribute types become field types
add: c-inst (FT,fieldtype) :-

c-inst (AT,attr-t) & ID (AT,FT) .
% elements become tuples
add: c-inst (T,tuple) :-

c-inst (E,elem) & ID (E,T) .
% attribute become fields
add: c-inst (F,field) :-

c-inst (A,attr) & ID (A,F) .
% cdata to values
add: c-inst (V2,value) :-

c-inst (V1,cdata) & ID (V1,V2) .
% sub element types to schemes
add: c-inst (S,scheme) :-

c-inst (ST,subelem-t) & ID (ST,S) .
% field types for sub element type schemes
add: c-inst (FT1,fieldtype) &
add: c-inst (FT2,fieldtype) :-

c-inst (ST,subelem-t) &
val (ST, struct (parent →P,child →C) &
ID (ST+P,FT1) & ID (ST+C,FT2) .

% nested elements become tuples
add: c-inst (T,tuple) :-

c-inst (NE,nestedelem) & ID (NE,T) .
% each scheme has a table
add: c-inst (T,table) :-

dest: c-inst (S,scheme) & ID (S,T) .
% tables conform to their schemes
add: d-inst (T,S) :-

dest: d-inst (S,scheme) & ID (S,T) .
% values conform to the cdatatype domain type
add: d-inst (V,cdatatype) :-

dest: c-inst (V,value) .
% tuples conform to their schemes
add: d-inst (TP,S) :-

c-inst (E,elem) & ID (E,TP) & d-inst (E,ET) & ID (ET,S) .

Fig. 9.Rules for a model-to-model transformation.

4.2 An Example Model-to-Model Mapping

Figures 9 and 10 show a portion of a simple model-to-model
mapping between XML and the Relational model using their
descriptions from Section 3. Figure 9 shows instance and
conformance rules and Figure 10 shows basic structure con-
versions. This mapping converts XML element types to Rela-
tional schemes and converts the rest of the data accordingly.
Specifically, tables contain elements with their associated at-
tribute values and a new table is created for each subelement-
type relationship, which is where nested elements are stored.
Figure 11 shows the tables that would result from example
XML data. Note that we choose to skolemize each identifier
to assure uniqueness in the destination (e.g., the destination
may contain other values prior to the transformation).

While model-to-model transformations are useful, there
are a number of other transformations that can be supported
in this framework, including schema-to-schema, model-to-
schema (also call “modeling the model” [3]), and various
mixtures of each [4, 5].

4.3 Higher-Level Transformations

While mapping rules are expressed using a declarative lan-
guage, they specify the low-level details of transformations.
Such an approach is attractive since it enables extremely
flexible transformations (e.g., model-to-model, schema-to-
schema, and arbitrary combinations), however, specifying
mapping rules is not trivial. In the remainder of this sec-
tion, we describe two approaches for higher-level rule spec-
ification (each of which builds on the current mapping rule

% create an empty scheme for each element type
add: val (S, set ()) :-

c-inst (ET,elem-t) & ID (ET,S) .
% add a field type for each attribute type
add: val (FT, struct (name =N,dom=cdatatype)) :-

c-inst (AT,attr-t) & val (AT, struct (name =N)) &
ID (AT,FT).

% add a field type for element ids
add: val (FT, struct (name =’id’,dom =stringtype)) :-

c-inst (ET,elemtype) & ID (ET+’id’,FT).
% add field types to associated element type schemes
add: member(FT,FTSet) :-

c-inst (ET,elem-t) &
val (ET, struct (tagname = ,attrtypes =ATSet)) &
val (ATSet,Set) & member(AT,Set) & ID (ET,S) &
ID (AT,FT) & dest: val (S,FTSet).

% create an empty scheme for each sub-element type
add: val (S, set ()) :-

c-inst (ST,subelem-t) & ID (ET,S) .
% create two field types for sub element type scheme
add: val (FT1, struct (name =PN,dom=stringtype)) &
add: val (FT2, struct (name =CN,dom=stringtype)) :-

c-inst (ST,subelem-t) &
val (ST, struct (parrenttype →P,childtype →C) &
val (P, struct (tagname →PN,attrtypes → ) &
val (C, struct (tagname →CN,attrtypes → ) &
ID (P,FT1) & ID (C,FT2).

% create a table element type
add: c-inst (R,tuples) & add: val (R, bag ()) &
add: val (T, struct (name =N, rows =R)) :-

c-inst (ET,elem-t) &
val (ET, struct (tagname →N,attrtypes → ) &
ID (ET,S) & ID (S,T) & ID (T,R) .

% create a field for each attribute
add: val (F, struct (name→N,val →V)) :-

c-inst (A,attr) & val (A, struct (name→N,val →C) &
ID (A,F) & ID (C,V) .

% create a field for each element as an id
add: val (F, struct (name→’id’,val →V)) :-

c-inst (E,elem) & ID (E+’id’,F) & tostring(F, V) .
. . .

Fig. 10.Structural rules for a model-to-model transformation.

approach), which we believe can make writing rules sim-
pler. We briefly describetransformation patternsfor captur-
ing and re-using common transformation conventions and
discuss semi-automaticrule derivation, which is enabled
through our generic framework.

We view a transformation pattern as a mapping rule ab-
straction, i.e., a transformation pattern is a parameterized
specification taking mapping rules as input to create a more
complex transformation. In this way, patterns are analogous
to higher-order functions likemap and fold in functional
programming languages. In general, a pattern can be used as
a runtime operation where a set of arguments is provided to
perform the concrete transformation, or, as a mapping rule
generator,i.e., given a set of arguments, the pattern is used to
generate (one or more) concrete mapping rules.

<!ELEMENT professor (person)>
<!ATTLIST professor dept CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT person EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST person name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<professor dept=’’CSE’’>
<person name=’’Lois’’/>

</professor>

e1 "CSE"

Professor Table

deptid

e2

person

Professor-Person Table

professor

e1e2 "Lois"

name

Person Table

id

Fig. 11.Results from the XML to Relational transformation.
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For example, there are often many ways to transform be-
tween models allowing multiple levels of conformance to
models permitting only a single level. One such convention
is to flatten multiple levels of conformance, making the con-
formance implicit in the destination. A different convention
is to represent source instance-of relationships as hierarchi-
cal relationships in the destination (again, conformance be-
comes implicit). Examples are shown in Figure 12 where the
source is a Topic Map and the target a Relational database
(for the flattening approach) and an XML document (for the
hierarchy approach). The source has three levels of confor-
mance: topic “Lois” is an instance of topic “Professor”; topic
“Professor” is an instance of topic “Profession”; and topic
“Profession” is an instance of topic “Activity.”3 In the case
of XML, the hierarchical relationship is modeled as nested
elements, and for the Relational example, each table repre-
sents a path of the original conformance relationship.

Profession

topic

Activity

Professor

topic

Activity-Profession

</activity>

   </profession>

      </professor>

         Lois

      <professor>

<activity>

   <profession>

Hierarchy Conversion to XML

Topic

Activity Profession

Topic Topic

Professor Lois

Topic

T3T2T1T

Lois

topic

Activity-Profession-Professor

Flattened into the Relational Model

The Topic Map Model

Fig. 12. An example of flattening and hierarchy conversion of the
Topic Map model.

Figure 13 shows an example transformation pattern called
hierarchy-convert for generically applying the hier-
archy conversion. (The language shown for describing pat-
terns is for exposition only; we are currently developing a
pattern language for transformations.) The pattern takes five
arguments: the construct instanceT serving as the top item
of the multi-level conformance relationship (e.g., “Activity”
in Figure 12); a mapping ruleM1 to map source items to tar-
get items (e.g., topics to XML elements); a special mapping
rule M2 for converting items at the leaf level (e.g., instead of
mapping topics to elements, we would map topics to XML
element content); and mapping rulesA1 andA2 for attaching
the hierarchical relationships in the destination.

The hierarchy-convert pattern is broken into two
sub-rules. The first rule identifies items above the leaf con-
formance items (e.g., the “Activity” and “Profession” topics)
and converts them to target items (usingM1). The second rule
is similar, but for leaf nodes. In our example, the second rule
would convert the topic “Lois” into XML content (usingM2),
and attach it to the “Professor” element (usingA2).

We see a number of potential patterns as useful,e.g., a sim-
ple class of patterns are those that convert between construct

3 To see this is correctly modeled, notice that “Lois” is an instance
of a “Professor,” but not an instance of a “Profession.”

pattern:hierarchy-convert(T,M 1,M2,A 1,A 2) =
% convert inter-nodes T and T1
map T to S and T1 to S1 using rule M 1 &
attach S1 to S using rule A 1 :-

d-inst (T3,T2) & d-inst (T1,T) &
c-inst (T,C) & c-inst (T1,C) & c-inst (T2,C).

% convert last node
map T2 to S2 using rule M 1 &
map T3 to S3 using rule M 2 &
attach S3 to S2 using rule A 2 :-

d-inst (T3,T2) & not d-inst (T4,T3) &
c-inst (T2,C) & c-inst (T3,C) & c-inst (T4,C).

Fig. 13.Example of the conformance flattening pattern.

types. That is, patterns for converting lists to sets and bags,
flattening nested sets, merging sets, lists, bags, and structs,
and converting a group of structs into sets, and so on.

Patterns help make it easier to write rules by enabling the
reuse of commonly used transformations. Another approach
for simplifying rule writing is semi-automatic rule deriva-
tion. The goal is to generate the structural mapping rules (like
those in Figure 10) whenever possible from the simpler con-
struct level rules (such as those in Figure 9) by leveraging the
composition constraints of constructs.

For example, consider the excerpt of XML and Relational
models shown in Figure 14. The following mapping rule
specifies a construct transformation between XML element
types and Relational schemes.

c-inst (ET,scheme) :- c-inst (ET,elem-t) .

Based on the description and constraints of the source model,
we can conclude the following: (1) everyscheme must have
exactly onetable (and vice versa), (2) everytable is a
bag oftuple ’s, (3) everytuple must conform to itsta-
ble s conformingscheme , and (4) more than oneelem can
conform to anelem-t .

1:1

1:1

tuple table (bag)

0:n

1:1

scheme

Destination
composition

conformance

Source

elem

0:n

0:1

elem-t

Fig. 14.Source and destination constructs for rule derivation.

From the above mapping rule requesting eachelem-t
be converted to ascheme and the above constraints, it is
reasonable to consider the following mappings.

1. Eachelem should be mapped to atuple since many
elem ’s can be associated with eachelem-t , and it is
only throughtuple ’s that multiple items can be associ-
ated with a giventable .

2. A table should be created for each convertedelem-t
(i.e., each newscheme).

3. The correspondingtable (for the new scheme)
should contain the convertedtuple items.

Note that to generate these rules, we can employ struc-
tural transformation patterns,e.g., to convert the sourced-inst
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relations into a bag (table ) of the appropriatetuples ,
and so on. Although a simple example, the derived rules are
equivalent to those used to map element types to schemes
in the transformation of Section 4.2. Thus, combining pat-
terns and constraint-based rule derivations can ease the task
of rule specification, both of which are enabled by the uni-
form framework. We intend to investigate both patterns and
rule derivation further.

5 Related Work

In this paper, we extent our earlier work [4, 5], which in-
troduced the use of a uniform, RDF-based representation
scheme allowing model, schema, and instance information
to be represented in triples. First, the metamodel is signifi-
cantly more complex. It also has a relatively complete set of
structural primitives, including most database modeling con-
structs:struct (much like an object in object-oriented mod-
els) and explicit collection primitivesset, bag, andlist. More
importantly, these basic structures can be freely composed as
appropriate for the data model being described using the con-
straint facility. We also contribute a clear separation of basic
structures (i.e., construct types) from instance-of and confor-
mance relationships—this separation differs from RDF and
Topic Map models each having only a single version. Thus,
the choice of construct types (i.e., metamodel) is extensible
and the architecture can be exploited to provide high-level
transformation rules (i.e., patterns and constraint-based rule
derivation).

The metamodel architecture we propose is the only ap-
proach we know of that explicitly models conformance. Ex-
isting metamodel approaches [6–11] primarily focus on solv-
ing database interoperability issues and assume (and exploit)
schema-first data models. Typically, transformation is de-
fined at the data model level or at the schema level (but not
both). The transformation approach we propose enables map-
pings at differing levels of abstraction,e.g., model-to-model,
model-to-schema, and combinations of these. In addition, we
permit partial mappings,i.e., we do not require complete (or
one-to-one) transformations.

The use of logic-based languages for transformation
has been successfully applied [10, 12],e.g., WOL [12]
is a schema transformation language that uses first-order
logic rules for both schema transformations and specifying
(schema) constraints. Similar to WOL, we use a logic-based
approach for specifying constraints.

Finally, a number of recent model-to-model and model-to-
schema mappings (without a formal description of the trans-
formation) have been defined between XML and Relational
models [13] and between Topic Maps and RDF [3, 14]. We
believe using a formal tranformation language can benefit
both defining such mappings, and implementing them.

6 Summary and Future Work

The three-level architecture we propose has the following
advantages. It allows the data model designer to explicitly
define when and how one construct conforms to another
(through conformance links). It can be used to describe mod-
els that require schema, don’t require schema, permit multi-

ple schemas, allow multiple levels of schema-instance con-
nections, and include any or all of these possibilities. It intro-
duces four explicit relationships,ct-inst, conformance, c-inst,
andd-inst, which can be easily exploited in a transformation
language as well as by other tools such as a query language
or a browser. Finally, it provides orthogonal, complementary
specification of conformance and instance-of relationships
versus composition and constraints for describing actual data
structures that exist in the information representation.

We believe patterns and constraint-based transformation
offer powerful mechanisms for specifying mapping rules and
intend to further investigate their use. We are also exploring
“in-place transformation” for performance optimization,i.e.,
transforming information without first converting it to an in-
termediate representation. Thus, mappings are implemented
by calls to the associated source and destination native tech-
nology. Such native rule generation is made possible by the
specification of the data model using the framework we have
presented.
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